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WLS907T-433 LOW TEMPERATURE
SENSOR**
¥ Sends an alarm when a pre-defined low 

temperature is reached
¥ The pre-defined temperature points at which 

an alarm and restoral condition are sent are:
- Alarm:         43ûF ± 3ûF (6ûC ± 2ûC)
- Restoral: 48ûF ± 3ûF (9ûC ± 2ûC)

¥ Fully supervised
¥ 3 AAA batteries (supplied)

WLS925L-433 MINI DOOR/WINDOW
CONTACT**
¥ A magnetic door or window contact
¥ Complete with surface-mount magnet
¥ Terminal connection for an external contact
¥ 1 lithium battery (supplied)
¥ Available with a wall tamper switch 

(WLS935L-433)

WLS909-433 & 919-433 WIRELESS KEYS
¥ Slide cover, preventing accidental activation

(available on WLS919 only)
¥ 4 programmable function buttons...

- Preprogrammed for STAY arm, AWAY arm, 
Disarm, and Panic

¥ Supervised for low battery
¥ Water-resistant (WLS919 only)
¥ 2 long-life lithium batteries 

(supplied with WLS919)
¥ 3 x A76 batteries 

(supplied with WLS909)

WLS912L-433 GLASSBREAK DETECTOR
¥ Exceptional microphone frequency range 

provides excellent sound capture at low sound 
levels and distances up to 25ft (7.6m)

¥ Detects breakage of all common types of 
framed glass including plate, float, wired, 
tempered, and laminated

¥ 2 lithium batteries (supplied)

WLS904PL-433 PIR WITH PET IMMUNITY
¥ Vertical beam shaping lens*
¥ Coverage up to 40ÕL x 40ÕW (12.2 x 12.2m)
¥ Immunity for multiple pets - 60lbs (27.3kg) total
¥ Good false alarm immunity and catch performance
¥ High traffic shutdown to preserve battery life
¥ 2 lithium batteries (supplied)

WLS914-433... 
DUAL ELEMENT PET-IMMUNE PIR
¥ PIR with Multi-Level Signal Processing (MLSP)
¥ Coverage up to: 40'L x 50'W (12.2 x 15.2m)
¥ Two dual-element low noise sensors
¥ For one pet weighing up to 85 lbs (38kg)
¥ Excellent false alarm immunity and catch

performance
¥ Temperature compensation
¥ 4 AA batteries (supplied)

WLS906-433 PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE
DETECTOR
¥ UL/ULC Listed/ CE0560!
¥ Exclusive (patented) smoke chamber design 

provides:
- maximum smoke detection
- exceptional resistance to dust, 

insects and air turbulence, thereby 
reducing false alarms

¥ 90¡ smoke detection pattern
¥ Red solid-state LED indicator 
¥ Loud 85dB alarm horn
¥ Automatic self-test once every 40 seconds with 

visible and audible trouble indication for low 
smoke sensitivity and low battery

¥ Manual user sensitivity test button with local 
indication of test result

¥ Installer test mode allows test locally or by 
transmission to central station

¥ 6 AA batteries (supplied)

WIRELESS PET-IMMUNE PIRS

WIRELESS PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE DETECTOR WIRELESS TRANSMITTERS AND CONTACTS

WIRELESS KEYSWIRELESS GLASSBREAK DETECTOR

WLS909

WLS919

*  Patent Pending
**Also available in brown plastic

Models depicted are: † non CE,      non UL/ULC
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